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MINUTES OF THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING OF THE RUYTEPLAATS HOME OWNERS 
ASSOCIATION HELD ON WEDNESDAY, 10 APRIL 2019 AT ST PETERS CHURCH HALL, 1895 

MAIN ROAD, HOUT BAY AT 6PM  
 
 PRESENT: 

 TRUSTEES:   PORTFOLIO:  

 Dave Nicol (DN)  Chairman 

 Lee Richter (LR)  Vice Chair 

 Mark Allen (MA)  Finance 

Phil Couchman (PC)   

 

ALSO PRESENT: 

Robin Alistoun(RA)  Lodges Body Corporate Chairman 

Paul Hodgson (PH)  Estate Manager 

 Kelly Phllips (KP)  Assistant to Estate Manager 

  

Yvonne Green (YG)  Cape Classic Property Solutions (MINUTES) 

Theresa Pennington (TP) Cape Classic Property Solutions 

 Marcelle de Jongh (MDJ) Cape Classic Property Solutions 

 
 And members present in person or by proxy as per the attendance register. 
 
1. WELCOME BY THE CHAIRPERSON 

1.1 Dave Nicol, in his capacity as Chairman, welcomed all to the AGM and 

thanked the members present for attending.  

1.2 DN will proceed straight to the formalities as per the Agenda.  

 

2. ESTABLISHMENT OF A QUORUM AND VALIDITY OF THE NOTICE CONVENING THE 

MEETING. 

2.1 DN advised the meeting there being a quorum present, in person and by 

proxy, that the meeting was duly constituted. 
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2.2 The Notice/Agenda for the AGM was sent out on time for the meeting and 

was emailed to all members on the 15 March 2019, with 4 email reminders 

thereafter. 

 

3. APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE 
 
3.1 Apologies had been received from the following members: 

1. T Murphy   6386 

2. R + J Close   6390 

3. RD & AD Sedlmaier 6392 

4. M & N Morrow  8237    

5. P + U Stuart  8263 

6. Dr + Mrs F Coetsee  8273 

7. J Collingwood  8274  

8. S + L Gregory  8279 

9. G Buechel   8280 

10. G + K Eckerley  8430 

11. M Spaubeek  8432 

12. I Niemand   8434 

 
4. CONSIDERATION OF THE CHAIRMAN’S AND TRUSTEES REPORT 

4.1 DN proposed to present some of the key items that the Estate has been 

dealing with over the last 12 months, specifically security, landscaping, water, 

fibre rollout and upgrade. 

4.2 Chairman Feedback: 

        Security 

We are aware that security is one of the main reasons you have chosen to 

invest and live in Ruyteplaats. Once again we are in the very fortunate position 

to have completed another incident free year.  

During the year we installed and integrated the Baines Walk cameras into our  

broader system. This adds another 7 cameras to the existing 67 cameras that 

surround the estate. The camera system, combined with the off-site monitoring,  

has operated at a very high availability rate throughout the year.  

 

Although there were no direct attempts to illegally enter the estate, the system 
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did pick up unusual activity in the vicinity of the fence on several occasions. 

This information was relayed directly to all the all the relevant role-players 

throughout the Valley. Response times were excellent and on each occasion 

the suspects were forced to make a swift retreat.  

 

During the coming year we will be investigating how we can further improve 

security through better managing the entrance into the estate. In particular 

we will be examining the feasibility of a separate entrance for contractors, as 

well as app-based solution for gate entry of visitors.  

 

We continue to make contributions to the camera upgrade fund, to ensure we 

have the funds required to remain at the cutting edge of technology when 

the next security upgrade is required. 

 

Landscaping 

The drought over the last few years, in tandem with the water restrictions imposed 

by the City, have taken their toll on our gardens. For this reason landscaping will 

be a key focus over the next two years, and it is our intention to re-establish the 

gardens as a unique selling point for Ruyteplaats. We intend to implement this in-

line with estate best practice by contracting the services of experienced 

professionals. One such expert is Ankia Bormans, a landscape architect. She will 

be giving a short presentation later in the evening. The appointed landscape 

architect will assist us in developing a framework plan for the gardens that will 

build on the work initiated and carried out by Nick Shaw.  Nick’s work will be 

extended to include an overall design of the gardens, ongoing horticultural 

management (including the removal of aliens) and a water-wise planting plan 

 

Water 

Closely linked with Landscaping is water. In December last year, with the 

relaxation of water restrictions, we were finally allowed to make use of borehole 

water on the estate, however, irrigation to date has been limited. This was due to 

two factors, firstly the constraints regarding watering hours recommended by the 

City and secondly due to the necessary upgrade of the water reticulation 

infrastructure.  
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In March we completed the installation of 10 x 10 000l water tanks above the 

Estate Manager’s cottage. These tanks will be used as water supply for irrigation 

of the grounds and for the estate reticulation project.  

 

Given that all the capital costs for the estate reticulation project have been 

covered by the participants on the scheme, the project has shifted from pilot 

phase and is now integrated into the budgeting and operations of the estate. As 

such existing subscribers of the project will no longer be charged for monthly 

water supply.  

 

The tanks will be linked to a new automated irrigation system that will be installed 

in tandem with the reinstatement of the gardens. This will ensure that we are in a 

position to water within the allocated hours during periods of water restrictions.  

 

Given that future droughts are likely, water will remain a key consideration and 

we will continue to develop the grounds of the estate in a manner that is 

sustainable and in balance with the available water resources. 

 

The fibre roll-out 

Over the year we had a very difficult time with SADV, the fibre provider for the 

estate. The complete lack of management from SADV led to significant delays 

and a poor level of work. SADV was forced to fire their project manager and 

remove several of their sub-contractors from the site due to underperformance. 

As a result Ruyteplaats management and Trustees were required to take an 

active role in getting the project back on course.  

 

The project has been escalated within SADV and is currently being managed by 

the head of SADV for the Western Cape. The quality of the work of their new 

subcontractors has significantly improved, but there are still outstanding defects 

on the roads that need to be remedied.  

 

We have contracted an engineer to assess the work completed to date. He has 

advised that if we don’t remedy the defects they may lead serious degradation 

of the roads in time. As such the Trustees have taken the decision to delay sign-off 
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on the fibre until we are happy with the roads. We therefore request that you stay 

patient for just a few more months. 

 

The estate entrance 

For the second year running we were not in a position to complete the proposed 

upgrade to the estate entrance. There were two main factors which contributed 

to the delay. Firstly, we wanted to minimise inconvenience and traffic by 

completing the fibre roll-out prior to beginning construction on the entrance. And 

secondly, we remain in a dispute with the City regarding the valuation of the 

estate manager’s cottage, which has complicated the approval process 

required to complete the upgrades.  

 

Given that it appears that both of these issues will be resolved in the next few 

months, we are confident that we will be in position to start construction towards 

the end of winter.  

 

One upside of the delay is that it has given the opportunity for the Trustees to 

carefully consider our options regarding the entrance and some novel solutions 

are currently being investigated.  

 

4.3 Member – regards fibre rollout, is there a date for roads to be completed? 

DN responded that at every stage along this process the Trustees asked for a 

project plan and a completion of construction date and Estate has not 

shared these as contractor has not met the deadlines. DN’s guess at least 2 

months before the Estate can sign off the project. A fundamental problem is 

that the work done by the original contractors has been covered up by the 

paving and it is very difficult to know what it looks like underneath.  We need 

to check for subsidence in different places so unfortunately there is very little 

we can do about it right now. 

4.4 Member - No way we can divorce the 2 (i.e. road repair and contractor 

issues and connect to fibre?) DN – practically we can do that as easy 

possible to connect (the Lodges are live already) but the problem is that as 

soon as we go live, we no longer have any stick to ensure that SADV 

complete the remaining work. The Estate’s assumption is that based on the 

remaining work and the past, as soon as we go live the contractor will be off 
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the Estate and we will be left with unfinished roads. The Lodges had an 

independent contract with SADV. 

4.5 Member – query under Building Portfolio – it looks like Trustees are finalizing 

the terrace point. DN - there have been 2 changes to the Building Portfolio 

that were implemented during the course of the year. The 1st change was 

the shift from having 1 Trustee for Building Portfolio as it was a very difficult job 

for 1 person, so now managed by a committee where there are 2 Trustees, 

Estate Architect and Estate Manager. One of the outcomes of the 

Committee is an “Interpretation note”. What this means is that as soon as an 

area of Design Manual is not clear we then request the Architect to write 

such a Note and that then needs to be approved by the Committee. First 

example of this was the terracing and the Architect interpreted how far the 

terraces must be from a house etc.   

4.6 The Chairman’s and Trustees Reports were considered and approved by the 

members present at the meeting. 

 Proposer: T M C Prades (Erf 6373/6374) 

 Seconder: G Tarr  (Erf 8419) 

 
 
5. CONSIDERATION OF THE AUDITED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS AND AUDITORS REPORT OF 

THE ASSOCIATION FOR THE YEAR ENDING 28 FEBRUARY 2018 

5.1   The Audited Financial Statements for the year ending February 2018 were 

distributed to all members, and DN thanked the members who attended the 

Financial Review Meeting held prior to the AGM.  

5.2 The Audited Financials were considered approved by the members present 

at the meeting. 

 Proposer: G Tarr (ERf  8419) 

 Seconder: Hagemann (Erf 6375) 

 

6. CONSIDERATION OF THE PROPOSED BUDGET AND LEVY FOR THE ENSUING YEAR 

COMMENCING MARCH 2019 

6.1 With no queries raised, the 2019/2020 budget was considered and approved 

by the members present at the meeting. 

Proposer: G Tarr (Erf 8419)  

Seconder: C Prades (Erf 6373/6374) 
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7. ELECTION OF TRUSTEES 
 

7.1 At this AGM, the current Trustees stand down and a new Board is selected by 

the members. 

7.2 The minimum number of Trustees as per the Constitution is 5, and maximum 8.  

7.3 The existing Trustees available for re-election are:    

1. Dave Nicol (Erf 8282)  

2.   Lee Rossini (Erf 8425) 

3.   Philip Couchman (Erf 8268) 

7.4 New nominations: 

 1. Charles Garrett (Erf 6372) 

 2. Tony Heneck (Erf 8276) 

7.4 The following members were nominated by the members present as Trustees 

for the ensuing year: 

 
1. Dave Nicol   Erf 8282 

2. Lee Richter   Erf 8425 

3. Philip Couchmann  Erf 8268 

4. Charles Garrett   Erf 6372 

5. Tony Heneck  Erf 8276 

7.5 The members present at the meeting approved the election of the above 

Trustees for 2019/2020 Financial Year: 

 Proposer: G Tarr (Erf 8419) 

Seconder: C Prades  (Erf 6373/6374) 

 

8. OTHER BUSINESS  
 

8.1 AMENDMENT TO THE BUILDING CONTRACT 

8.1.1 DN presented the background – current regulations do not allow any vehicle 

into the Estate that has a gross vehicle mass of 6 tons which is quite a small 

truck. This regulation has resulted in several unforeseen circumstances, in 

particular homeowners doing large projects, resulting in significant increase in 

traffic at the entrance and on the Estate roads. The net result is that the 

Trustees are of the opinion that the current regulations are no longer 

applicable. Due to the technical nature of the matter we engaged an 

engineer to assess the roads and he proposed the specifics of the 

amendments based on the character of the Estate, nature of the roads and 
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the truck sizes being used for the building industry. The proposed 

amendments permit access for large size trucks and small size cement trucks. 

It is the Trustees view that this will resolve the traffic and storage issues outside 

the gate without impacting on the integrity of the roads. Given that this a 

amendment to the Building Contract and not the Constitution the Trustees 

could have made this change without the prior permission of the members. 

This has however been a contentious issue over the years and it decided that 

it would be prudent to bring to the AGM for members to vote on.  

8.1.2 With no questions raised, DN requested the members to vote and the 

amendment proposed was approved via a clear majority hand vote by the 

members present at the meeting. 

 Proposer: J Carter (Erf 6365) 

Seconder: C van Zyl (6367) 

 

8.2 EVALUATION OF THE ESTATE MANAGER’S COTTAGE 

8.2.1 The HOA is currently objecting to a valuation of the Estate Manager’s 

cottage by the City, which is currently valued at R5 million. If the valuation is 

upheld, then we will be required to pay levies on the property which will 

amount to a significant amount of money over a long period of time. We 

have objected to this on the grounds that this property is not a rental 

property and it is reserved by the Estate and unlikely that the members would 

allow a rental on a commercial basis. We would like to ascertain the position 

of the members on this issue and DN as Chairman would like to ask for a vote 

via a show of hands. 

8.2.2 Member – as per the Constitution we are not allowed to rent out the cottage 

as no commercial activities are allowed on the Estate? 

DN – that is the Trustees interpretation and what we would like to do is take 

the view of the members as well. MA explained that the Constitution 

regulates the conduct of the homeowners and thus prevents the 

homeowners from carrying out any commercial activities on the estate. The 

City has overruled the HOA’s view of the concept and now it has become an 

argument about the actual value; the value is derived from a rental yield 

and so what the property can be used for is material. The Trustees want to 

make members aware of this and ascertain if you would not allow the Estate 

to commercially utilize any of its common property. 
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        8.2.3  DN – proposed a show of hands that the Estate Managers Cottage and other 

common property in the Estate should not be for commercial use by the 

Trustees/Estate. The motion was approved by a clear majority hand vote by 

the members present at the meeting. 

 

8.3 CONCLUSION 

8.3.1 DN thanked the owners on the Estate who have offered their time and 

expertise informally to management and Trustees over the last year. He 

would also like to thank Paul and Kelly for getting involved and persevering 

despite the pressure over the last 6 months. 

8.3.2 Thank you to Cape Classic, our managing agent, for their support throughout 

the year, and a thanks to the Trustees who give selflessly of their time through 

out the year, and in particular Lee Richter, who managed a number of 

portfolios and support for the Chair. 

8.3.3 DN would also like to specifically thank Mark Allen – a Trustee since 2013 and 

he served as Chair since 2015. He has done a fantastic job regards the 

financial standing of the Estate. He has also given a huge amount of time to 

the service of the Estate from managing grumpy homeowners to court 

battles. He has done this in a professional and thoughtful manner wihtou0t 

expecting anything in return. The Estate is very grateful for what Mark has 

done over the last 5 years. 

 

 

9. PRESENTATION BY LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT 

9.1 DN introduced Ankia Bormans a landscape architect who has agreed to 

share her knowledge with the Estate at this meeting. 

 

      9.2 QUESTIONS:  

9.2.1 Member – what % of the landscaping is not waterwise?  

Ankia responded that she can’t give that answer. Certain plants that are 

planted with other plants are completely fine when it is dry, but if alone 

won’t be fine so it is more a sense of how the plants are planted that 

makes it not waterwise.  

9.2.2 Member – in your professional opinion, if we maintain the estate which has 

not really been done, the landscaping would be in a very different place? 
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Is it necessary to spend money to replace plants to maintain - we all 

bought into the Estate because it was stunning but not anymore.  

 ANKIA - it depends what you are maintaining, some areas are easy to 

maintain and for a Master Plan you will identify areas for a strategy which 

would be easy to do in certain areas. If you do it correctly you will create  

a unique identity for Ruyteplaats, and must support what is already there, 

and what is there is quite magical, and build on that and develop it 

further through the right way of planting and the right way of 

maintenance You need to identify what is not really working. 

9.2.3 Member – provision has been made for R500 000 for new Financial Year 

DN - the Trustees came to a decision that it was impossible to do the 

landscaping over 1 year so we split it up over 2 years and we looked at 

R500 000 per year. If we can find additional budget reserves over next 

year then we can allocate more funds. 

9.2.4 Member – it is imperative that we build on what we have and not 

redevelop or re – initiate we should not be bullied into something new that 

will ultimately cost us as R500 000 is not enough. 

DN – the R500 000 gives a lot of the answer to your question as we simply 

cannot afford to take out what is there and replace it. We need to work 

with what we have. 

9.2.5 Member – should we not focus the budget on maintaining what we 

have?  

DN – agreed and a big part that ANKIA will do for the Estate is manage 

the programme and upskilling of staff as training is required. 

9.2.6 Member – walking around the Estate he sees forests of Port Jackson and 

are we not going to get rid of this first as part of plan? 

ANKIA – yes agreed and a Master plan looks at entire Estate and within 

this there is a certain identity that we want to enhance but you need to 

do the following over time, to make that happen. Key point in 

maintenance is removing alien vegetation. If you plant Fynbos you give 

the aliens (pioneer plants) good competition.  

9.2.7 LBC Chairman - statement more than a question – Cape Fire meetings 

and the forest is past its lifespan. It is currently being managed by Cape 

Town City Parks but some confusion in the City who will take the trees out if 

they even do this, nothing is going to stay as it is so there will be a huge 
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space around our Estate because of our neighbours who are 

predominantly parks with alien vegetation. Whatever we do so unless we 

build a relationship with the City of Cape Town and work with our 

community we can’t just maintain what is on our doorstep we must look at 

the bigger picture. 

ANKIA – forests are slowly being taken out over time in the Western Cape. 

There has to be strategy when you take out plants. Cape Nature let the 

natural vegetation grow when they do removals. For residents of the 

Estate there will be a plan in the Estate office and you can go and have a 

look at the document. 

9.2.8 Member – thanked LR for all the hard work and thanked the Trustees for 

getting in a professional now and someone who knows what they are 

doing with a plan, and very grateful for this. 

9.2.9 Member – Fynbos is this the option? There was a specific look when she 

bought in to the Estate and the unique factor will change. 

ANKIA – Fynbos is there as it connects the Estate to broader context re the 

surrounding mountain and what it brings is advantages like birdlife and 

bees etc. 

9.2.10 Member – we want to maintain the forest look which is unique to the other 

Estates around us and we should try and maintain this. 

ANKIA – the current forest look is mono planting with pine trees and very 

little growing underneath. To maintain this you need to replace this with 

same type of canopy but not comprising the complexity of the 

vegetation. The riverine areas should be alien free and have trees like 

Yellowwood and Cape Ash. We would put in some endemic species so by 

the end you would have an Estate that has such a closeness to nature 

with a forest but also with Fynbos areas. 

9.1.11 Member – we will lose the maturity we have currently 

ANKIA - not saying this but in certain areas you should replace the pine 

trees and yes then you may lose some maturity but things change. Since 

the trees are all growing old it will happen anyway one day. 

9.1.12 Member – if we change then we will lose value of the properties. 

ANKIA – a strategy is not necessarily to replace, it is too become more 

sustainable. 
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9.1.13 DN – This is an interesting discussion but the level of detail is not 

appropriate for an ASM and ANKIA will answer questions after the end of 

the AGM. 

 

9. CLOSURE 

DN thanked the members for attending and with no further business to discuss, 

the Chairman officially closed the meeting at 18h57. 

 

 CHAIRMAN:    SIGNATURE:   DATE: 

David Nicol
David Nicol

David Nicol
23 May 2019


